THE NEXT STEP
To speak to us about your investment options:
Call us on our Freephone number

0800 622 323
Or visit us online at

UNDERSTANDING
INVESTMENT RISK
Helping to understand and identify
the level of investment risk that
best suits you

nfumutual.co.uk
When you get in touch we’ll explain the advice services ofered and the
charges. NFU Mutual Financial Advisers advise on NFU Mutual products
and selected products from specialist providers. Financial advice is
provided by NFU Mutual Select investments Limited.
To stop us contacting you for marketing write to Marketing Department
(Do Not Contact Me), NFU Mutual, Tiddington Road, Stratford-upon-Avon,
CV37 7BJ or talk to your local agency.
To fnd out more about how we use your personal information and your
rights, please go to nfumutual.co.uk/privacy

If you’d like this document in large print,
braille or audio, just contact us.

The National Farmers Union Mutual Insurance Society Limited No. 111982). Authorised by the Prudential Regulation
Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. N.F.U. Mutual Unit
Managers Limited No. 1837277). A member of the NFU Mutual group of companies. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. NFU Mutual Select Investments Limited No. 08049488). A member of the NFU Mutual group
of companies. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. All three companies: Registered in England.
Registered offce: Tiddington Road, Stratford upon Avon, Warwickshire CV37 7BJ.
For security and training purposes, telephone calls may be recorded and monitored.
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UNDERSTANDING
INVESTMENT RISK
Understanding risk is
an important part of any
investment decisions you
make. The aim of this
short guide is to provide
a high-level introduction
to the key issues you need
to consider.
INVESTMENT RISK
Potential for higher returns is
usually accompanied by a higher
level of risk. Although there are
no totally ‘risk-free’ investments
available, some are safer than
others. These range from lower
risk cash deposits to higher risk
Emerging Market Equity Funds
and individual stocks and shares.
It’s important to remember that
any investment involves some
form of risk.
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CONSIDERATIONS
BEFORE INVESTING

Here are some of the diferent
types of risk:

How long will I invest for?

Capital Risk

Can I aford for this sum to
fuctuate in value?

The risk that you may not get
back as much as you put in
Investments go up and down
in value, some types more
than others
For example, share prices
change daily.
Loss of real value
Your investment may not keep
pace with infation
This would reduce what you
can buy.

How much will I invest?

If it fell in value, would I want
to sell immediately?
If my investment fell in value,
could I wait for it to recover?
How long would I be willing
to wait?
Can I meet my goals in any
other way?
Will you regularly review
your investments?

Specifc Risks
Any funds invested overseas
or in diferent currencies will
have a specifc risk because of
exchange rates.
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THINGS TO CONSIDER
ABOUT RISK

UNDERSTANDING
RISK DEFINITION

Attitudes towards
investment risk tend to
be subjective and are
likely to be infuenced by
current events or recent
experiences. For example,
when stock markets are
rising we tend to feel
comfortable with market
risk, when they are falling
we don’t.

To help our customers
understand and identify
with a level of investment
risk that suits them, we
have created a set of
risk defnitions.

Most people are not comfortable
with the idea of losing money.
On the other hand we may look
back with regret if we have been
over cautious and our long-term
investments don’t produce the
returns we need.
Before deciding where to invest
it’s important to ask yourself
why are you investing as this will
infuence what level of risk you
are comfortable with.

SIX LEVELS OF RISK
The following pages set out six
levels of risk and the associated
descriptions of each. The lowest
is level one and increasing up
to level six.

Our cash measure, the interbank
lending rate, is a rate at which
banks lend to each other. This rate
generally tends to be higher than
a customer is able to obtain from
a savings account.
To give an indication of the level
of consistency achieved by each
element, a table has been included
which shows the return achieved
each year over the preceding
ten years.

Each risk level defnition includes a
chart over a ten year period which
measures three diferent elements:

Cash returns using the
interbank lending rate
Both of these are presented
relative to UK infation which
is shown as a yellow fat line.
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Growth

An average investment at the
appropriate level of risk

Average fund at this risk level

Cash

UK Infation CPI)

Time
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1

RISK LEVEL ONE

Cash

70%

Investment fund

Infation

60%
50%

Is this you?
You are not willing to make
investments where you
could risk losing money.

How long do you intend to
invest for?

40%

You might need to access any
investment within fve years,
possibly at short notice.

10%

30%
20%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%

What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You accept the potential for growth
is low and also that the growth
may not keep pace with infation.
Keeping your initial monetary
value, rather than exposing it to
the risks of fnancial markets, is
likely to be your priority.

What type of investment
would you make?
Share investment is not suitable
for you because values can fall
and you could lose money.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who does not
need knowledge of investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level one investment
fund versus infation.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level one investment.
Note that the average fund in this level has not gone up and down too often, but over
the long-term struggled to keep pace with infation.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

An average fund
for this level of risk

2.3

1.0

0.3

0.0

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.1

UK Inflation (CPI

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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RISK LEVEL TWO

Cash

70%

Investment fund

Infation

60%
50%

Is this you?
You are prepared to
take some risk when
investing but will choose
investments where the
amount of any losses
would be small.
What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You want to have the potential
to outperform bank and building
society accounts over the longer
term generally meaning more
than 5 years. You would prefer
to have the potential for slower
investment growth with limited
exposure to equities.

How long do you intend to
invest for?

40%

You can invest for the longer term,
say fve years or more, and do not
expect you will have to sell your
investments earlier.

10%

What type of investment
would you make?
You are comfortable putting
around a third of your investment
into shares of large, established
companies and the rest in lower
risk investments such as cash
and bonds.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who has some
knowledge of the most popular
types of investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level two investment
fund versus infation.

30%
20%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level two investment.
Note that the average fund in this level has experienced ups and downs in value,
but the falls are not as large as higher risk levels.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-15.8

22.7

8.6

3.0

13.4

2.7

6.2

-0.3

7.0

5.3

UK Inflation CPI)

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

An average fund
for this level of risk

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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RISK LEVEL THREE

Cash

70%

Investment fund

Infation

60%
50%

Is this you?
You are prepared to put
money at risk and accept
that values can fall, but
will try to avoid any
investments that could
lead to a large loss.
What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You want to have the potential
for growth signifcantly higher
than that typically on ofer with
deposit accounts, but accept
that high returns are unlikely.
You accept that other investments
may provide the potential for better
returns by taking a greater risk.

How long do you intend to
invest for?
You can invest for the longer term,
say fve years or more, and do not
expect you will have to sell your
investments earlier.
What type of investment
would you make?
You are comfortable putting
around two thirds of your
investments into shares of
companies in well-established
markets, and the rest in lower
risk investments such as bonds
and cash.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who has a good
level of knowledge of the most
popular types of investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level three investment
fund versus infation.
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40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level three investment.
Note that the average fund in this level has gone up and down in value more often
and to a higher degree than lower levels but not as much as higher risk levels.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-15.7

16.3

9.1

-1.8

8.4

8.9

4.8

1.3

10.4

7.2

UK Inflation CPI)

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

An average fund
for this level of risk

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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RISK LEVEL FOUR

Cash

70%
60%

Investment fund

Infation

50%

Is this you?
You are prepared to put
money at risk and accept
that values can fall, but
will try to limit the risk
of signifcant losses.
What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You wish to have the potential
to signifcantly outperform bank
or building society accounts.
Investments like this will rise and
fall in value more than investments
associated with lower risk levels.

How long do you intend to
invest for?
You can invest for the longer term,
say fve years or more, and do
not foresee needing to sell your
investments earlier.

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%

What type of investment
would you make?
You are comfortable putting
around three quarters of your
investments into shares of
companies in well-established
markets, and the rest in lower
risk investments such as bonds.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who has a
good level of knowledge of stock
market investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level four investment
fund versus infation.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level four investment.
Note that the average fund in this level has gone up and down in value more sharply
and more often than lower levels but not as much as higher risk levels.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-21.3

20.4

12.5

-5.5

10.0

14.6

4.9

2.7

13.2

10.1

UK Inflation CPI)

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

An average fund
for this level of risk

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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RISK LEVEL FIVE

Cash

70%

Investment fund

Infation

60%
50%

Is this you?
You are prepared to
risk putting money into
investments that can
fall sharply in value
and lose money.
What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You are looking for signifcant
returns on your investment and
are willing to accept a higher
level of risk than our lower risk
levels. You accept the possibility
of large changes in the value of
investments. You accept you could
lose some of your money and
understand the consequences
this may have on your objectives.

How long do you intend to
invest for?
You can invest for the longer term,
say fve years or more, and do
not foresee needing to sell your
investments earlier.

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%

What type of investment
would you make?
You are comfortable investing
wholly into the shares of a wide
range of companies, including
some in emerging markets, but
may want to hold some lower risk
investments such as bonds.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who has very
good knowledge or experience
of stock market investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level fve investment
fund versus infation.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level fve investment.
Note that the average fund in this level has gone up and down in value more sharply
and more often than lower levels and there have been periods of large falls in value.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-26.0

24.8

14.9

-8.6

10.3

14.7

4.8

2.0

14.1

11.1

UK Inflation CPI)

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

An average fund
for this level of risk

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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RISK LEVEL SIX
Is this you?
You are prepared to risk
putting a signifcant
proportion of your money
into investments that can
fall sharply in value and
lose money.
What does this mean for
potential investment growth?
You are looking for maximum
returns on your investment and
are willing to accept a high level
of risk, with the possibility of
extreme changes in the value
of your investment. You accept
that you could lose some or all of
your money and understand the
consequences this may have on
your objectives.

How long do you intend to
invest for?
You can invest for the longer term,
say fve years or more, and do
not foresee needing to sell your
investments earlier.
What type of investment
would you make?
You are comfortable investing
wholly into shares of a wide range
of companies, including small
or new companies and those in
emerging markets.
What level of investment
knowledge do you need?
An investor in this risk level is
typically someone who has a high
level of knowledge or experience
of stock market investments.
The chart opposite shows the
relative performance of cash and
a typical risk level six investment
fund versus infation.

Cash

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%
-50%
-60%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Investment fund

2014

2015

Infation

2016

2017

The chart* illustrates what we would regard as a typical level six investment. Note that
the percentage returns have been much greater for this risk level. The average fund in
this level has gone up and down more often. There were periods of large falls in value,
but also sharp increases in value.

RETURNS OVER THE PAST
10 YEARS

The value of investments and any
income from them may go down as
well as up. You may get back less
than you invest. Please remember
that past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.

This table* shows the percentage
returns achieved over each of the
past 10 calendar years and gives an
idea of the level of change in return
over each period.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

-36.3

60.3

23.7

-19.2

13.5

-3.9

3.3

-9.3

31.6

24.5

UK Inflation CPI)

3.1

2.9

3.7

4.2

2.7

2.0

0.6

0.2

1.6

2.9

Interbank lending
rate 3 Month GBP

6.5

1.8

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.3

An average fund
for this level of risk

*Source: Morningstar Direct; total return after charges, income reinvested.
Percentage change for calendar years 1 January to 31 December.)
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